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Introduction 
In the unpredictable situation we face, it’s easy to get overwhelmed by the sense of uncertainty and loss of control. How can we make 
decisions and take action when we aren’t sure what the life situations are for our community members, where funding will come from, 
how many people will need our services, how to reach our audiences, how to organize and deploy our teams, how to engage our 
boards, or how to measure our progress and impact? 
 
It helps to convert a complex situation like this into modest components and then address each item. This process can bring a sense 
of order and control. By using the frameworks in this document, you can develop new strategies, envision and define your steps, and 
decide what adjustments to make along the way. 
 
This guide focus on five thematic areas that can give you clarity and direction for the months to come: 
 

1. Mechanics: Make sure your daily operations are well-organized and intentional. 

2. Empathy and Awareness: Be thoughtful about the needs and life situations of your constituents. 

3. Finance: Estimate how you are doing in terms of cash flow and anticipate your cash needs for the next six months. 

4. Scenarios: Envision possible futures that range from conservative to ambitious, and then choose a preferred scenario. 

5. Renewal: Choose from among eight ways you can sustain, reset, or remix each of your operations. 
 

You can blend the resulting insights together into a clear and proactive plan for the future.  
 
If you have questions about how to complete these Spring Sheets, please feel free to call or write to me at (317) 826-8520 or 
bryan@aspenimpact.com. Be positive and pave a bright path to tomorrow! 
 

Bryan 
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Mechanics 
The first step in bringing order is to build and strengthen everyday elements of your operations. This table summarizes the kinds of 
mechanics that may be especially important to address now, as we navigate between virtual and physical environments.  
 

Activity Tools to Use Steps to Take People to Involve 

Online file 
storage 

Google Drive Set up Google Drive account. 
Set up user permissions for uploading, viewing, 
editing, and sharing files. 
Write policies that describe processes for 
updates and approvals to document changes. 

Operations manager 
Information technology specialist 

Physical file 
security 

File cabinet at 
the office 

Identify who shall have access to physical files 
in case we will need to retrieve these items for 
remote use. 
Provide office and file cabinet keys to this 
person. Create a sign-in sheet for each person 
to fill in when accessing the file cabinet. 

Operations manager 

Communication 
norms 

Team meetings 
Communications 
guidebook 

Set example through leadership of team 
meetings: Show how to engage team members 
through online facilitation, how dress for 
videoconferences, and how to create and view 
documents together. 
Create a guidebook that describes how we’ll 
reach out to our constituents, what we’ll 
emphasize about our services, and people can 
engage with us.  

Community outreach manager 
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Activity Tools to Use Steps to Take People to Involve 

Reporting 
policies for 
each of us to 
share work 
updates 

   

Safety and 
hygiene 
guidance 

   

Working hour 
and policies 

   

Handling of 
confidential 
conversations 
and records 

   

Use and 
disbursement 
of petty cash 

   

Other:    

Other:    
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Empathy and Awareness 
It’s a challenge to know how everyone is feeling in regular daily life, but it’s even harder when we’re physically separated from each 
other every day. Our empathy for others helps us recognize important factors that affect our health, feelings, and performance: 

• When people need help obtaining basic resources 

• What fears and needs each person has in terms of safety and a sense of security 

• How much teamwork a person might appreciate and what specific pairings of participants would make each person 
feel comfortable and productive 

• What forms of encouragement may be effective for the situation someone faces at a certain moment 

• How much independence or direction each person might prefer 

Maslow’s Hierarchy provides a useful framework for thinking about the situation of each person whose life you might touch. Consider 
where a given client, staff member, community partner, board member, family member, friend, or neighbor might be on this pyramid: 
some people might need help with basic physiological needs. Others might be perfectly fine in this regard but might appreciate help 
with psychological needs or a sense of self-fulfillment.  
 
From an organizational planning perspective, you can choose to serve a group of stakeholders based on which level you think the 
members of that group tend to be on at the moment. A stakeholder group might be, for example, families dealing with newfound 
unemployment; families facing ongoing poverty; children and youth who are starting summer break and will be home most of the 
time; employees who are dealing with the transition to working from home, and so on. 
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Maslow’s Hierarchy 
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Situation Profile 
Create a profile like this for each audience you interact with (clients, team members, board members, funders, etc.). 

Audience I’m Thinking About:  
 

What do this audience’s needs seem to be at the moment?  
What kinds of support might help this audience right now?  

Guidance, independence, and direction:  

  

Encouragement and recognition:  

  

Socializing and teamwork:  

  

Safety precautions and provisions:  

  

Physical nourishment and rejuvenation:  
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Finances 
In case your revenue streams and expense areas are less predictable than usual these days, some calculations may give you at least a 
general sense of how well your resources can sustain your operations. You can start with the financial information you have right now, 
make any adjustments you would consider reasonably likely for each line item, and then project your budget and cash flow for the 
future. A forecast of three to six months can help you plan ahead and articulate your needs to the individual donors, community 
partners, and philanthropic foundations that support your work.  
 

Calculate how many months you can survive without any new income: 
Use this calculation to gauge how long your cash will last without any new income:  

1. Add up your Cash + Cash Equivalents + Accounts Receivable. 

2. Subtract your Restricted Cash + Restricted Receivables. 

3. Divide this number by the Expenses for a Typical Month.  

4. The resulting figure indicates the number of months you can survive without attracting any new revenue.  
This is a “worst case scenario” since it’s likely you will receive at least some revenue each month. 

Your situation may have some special circumstances. Adjust your figures to account for changes you already anticipate for items such 
as whether you’ll actually receive the revenue money that is due to you, and whether you’ll alter your expenses substantially from the 
typical spending you did in the past. 
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Project your upcoming cash flows 
You can project cash flow to gauge how much money you will need from month to month, and how much cash you’ll have by the end 
of the period. Follow the steps below to make a projection. See the next page for an example of a Cash Flow Forecast spreadsheet.  
 

1. Choose a time period for your forecast, such as the next six months.  

2. Write down your Opening Cash Balance, which is the amount of money you have in the bank today. 

3. Create six columns, one for each month, and then enter these values into these columns: 

4. Add to your Opening Cash Balance the Receivables you expect to collect during each month. 

5. Add the Contributed Support you expect to receive. This support could come in forms such as grants, donated gifts, 
sponsorship revenue, or special event net revenue. 

6. Add the Earned Revenue you expect to receive. This revenue could come in the forms of fees-for-service, government 
contracts, or interest and dividends. 

7. Add any other forms of income you anticipate.  

8. Subtract the Personnel Outflows you anticipate. These items typically include salaries, benefits, and payments to 
contractors. 

9. Subtract the Operating Outflows you anticipate. These items typically include expenses for supplies, utilities, insurance, 
and other materials you use to run your nonprofit. 

10. Subtract the Capital Outflows you anticipate. These items typically include any payment obligations (principal and 
interest) you have for the purchase, maintenance, and upgrading of buildings and durable equipment. 

11. The total from these calculations is your Cash Available. Add to this amount any cash you may have that comes from a 
Line of Credit. The resulting Closing Cash Balance is the amount you’ll have on hand at the end of each month after 
factoring in all these projections. 

12. Cary forward your month-end Closing Cash Balance as the new Opening Cash Balance for the next month.  

13. Continue column-by-column until you reach the end of your projected time period, such as six months out. You’ll now 
know how much cash you’re projected to have six months from today. 
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Example of a Cash Flow Forecasting Statement 
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Create Scenarios to Calibrate Scale and Scope 
The above projections give you a baseline for how many resources you’ll need. You can create similar projections for a variety of 
scenarios. What scenarios should you consider? It’s best to consider these possibilities, and then select a course of action: 

• Defensive: This scenario depicts a case where you may have low to modest income and service delivery. 

• Balanced: This scenario would apply if you were to be careful with your resources, but still proactive about serving 
your audiences and advancing your mission.  

• Optimistic: This scenario depicts a case where you anticipate steady and sizeable income, plus the resources and 
outreach to serve your audiences and advance your mission as fully as you’d like.  

• Opportunistic: This scenario considers innovations, expansions, acquisitions, and other impact-growing and capacity-
building activities you might be able to do because of the unique situation you face today. Perhaps assets you had 
hoped to acquire have become more affordable, community members are more aware of the value of your services and 
are now more willing to support your work, other organizations are more intent upon working with you, and so on, 
enabling you to take a prominent leadership role and strengthen your organization.  

For each scenario, describe what the situation would look like (e.g., “We will reduce our scale to only serve people within five miles of 
our headquarters…”), how your resources will change as a result (e.g., “We won’t need to pay for satellite office space and we will 
operate with one van instead of two.”), and what you will do to act upon this scenario (e.g., “We will call and write to all the clients in 
our service area, and all of our funders, to let them know this change will take effect on June 1st.”). The next page has a table for you 
to develop each scenario. You may find it helpful to bring together a team to envision each scenario and to then select one scenario as 
the one you will attempt to turn into reality. 
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Scenario Planner 

Scenario If this happens… 
Our resources will grow or 
shrink as follows… 

In which case our course of 
action is to… 

Defensive    

Balanced    

Optimistic    

Opportunistic    
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Renewal 
As you plan your future, your goal should be to renew your organization. Give your nonprofit a “new life” that is based on a fresh 
perspective, a deeper and updated understanding of your audiences, a more focused and perhaps more streamlined set of daily 
operations and community services, and perhaps new relationships with other entities across town and beyond. Instead of taking a 
random or ad hoc approach, use a framework to guide your vision for the future. This Renewal Ring can help you organize your 
thoughts and consider the dynamics that will lead your organization toward its new life as a healthy and active nonprofit: 
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Renewal Matrix 
Your strategy may feature several petals from the Renewal Ring, or it might only involve a few. Decide on the activities you will 
emphasize in the future and then list the tactical steps you will take to embark upon your new journey. Finally, comment on how you 
anticipate your organization’s impact will change. Will you serve people in a different way than before? Will you engage more or fewer 
people, or different kinds of people, or in different places, or for different life situations than before?  
 

Strategy   

 

What this activity  
looks like 

Preparations we need to 
enact this activity smoothly 

How the nature or scale 
of our impact will change 

Reopen 
Open a facility we had closed 

   

Redesign 
Change the way a service 
functions 

   

Reconfigure 
Change the structure of our 
team and other resources 

   

Reassign 
Shift our services to another 
organization 
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Strategy   

 

What this activity  
looks like 

Preparations we need to 
enact this activity smoothly 

How the nature or scale 
of our impact will change 

Reduce 
Do something in a shorter or 
smaller manner than before 

   

Remove 
Stop doing something we’d 
been doing before the virus hit 

   

Reassure 
Help stakeholders see how they 
will be okay after these changes 

   

Reunite 
Reconnect with supporters and 
clients to strengthen our 
resources 
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Put It All Together 
Once you’ve completed these Spring Sheets, compare your answers from each. Think about questions like these: 

• Do your Scenario and Renewal plans reflect an Awareness and Empathy for your constituents’ needs? 

• Do your Finance, Scenario, and Renewal plans align with each other? For example, do you anticipate you will have 
enough cash to fund and sustain your preferred Scenario and Renewal strategies and activities? 

• Do your Mechanics provide the foundation for each other theme? For example, will your policies enable you to 
provide the kind of support your team members need from an Awareness and Empathy perspective? Will your 
working hours enable you to serve your clients in alignment with your Scenario and Renewal plans? 

Cycle through the five themes iteratively until each one supports and reinforces the others. A few rounds of discussion, testing, and 
refinement will lead you to a clear and promising course for the future! 
 

 


